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Abstract

The Web of Data is the vision about a worldwide knowledge base. A distributed knowledge
base consisting of structured data that states facts about the world. The atoms of these facts
are called entities. Entities can be related in almost any way to state facts. The resulting
structure is a network from a large number of relationships. However, facts are not written in
stone and may change. The network is in a constant state of change due to the exploration
and publication of new knowledge sources. These knowledge sources, however, need to be pre-
processed to become part of the Web of Data. Preprocessing comprises common activities like
the identification of entities and the extraction of relationships between them. A technologi-
cal cornerstone towards achieving this vision is the semantic annotation. Its goal is to make
knowledge explicit by restructuring unstructured data with semantic information. Concerning
the semantic preprocessing, the focus of this work is on the activity of relation extraction. We
compare a number of tools and compare their interaction design for annotating relationships.

1 Introduction

Annotation is ubiquitous in a wide range of applications. The class of tools capable of creating
and managing digital annotations is heterogeneous. It reaches from general purpose tools to sole
purpose tools, predominantly for linguistic annotation1 [2]. A classification of these tools is pos-
sible by different criteria, for instance by the degree of automation and the type of media a tool
supports. An important distinction to make is whether a tool supports semantic annotation or not.
Structured semantic annotation remains a special case of annotation above unstructured annota-
tion like commenting, highlighting and tagging. The purpose of this section is to identify semantic
annotation tools and to select those which are related to the research.

We focus in this study on relationsship annotation, thus, we start with introducing this concept.
Subsequently, an exposition of criteria will be presented as a decision-model to determine when a
tool should be taken into further consideration, and then, a set of related tools will be presented
concerning the selection criteria.

1.1 Annotation of Relationships

The notion of relationship is a universal concept to describe how arbitrary entities are linked
to each other. Relational facts can be found in any contexts like images and texts. Words,
sentences and paragraphs of a text can be related as well as contours, colors and motifs of an image.
The application of relationships, in this work, focuses on relations embedded in written language.
In this context, the annotation is the connection between text and fact. A single annotation
represents the information carrier of a fact and it’s textual anchors. Moreover, an annotation
is not only information it is also a process with a defined workflow [19]. Casting a workflow to
create relationships into an interaction design requires an a priori understanding of the activities
necessary. Although the creation of relationships is a recurring task in semantic annotation there is
no standardized workflow. A screening of Google Scholar provided no results on a general process.
However, a process understanding can be derived from the perspective of relation extraction as IE
task and from a reading perspective. The latter perspective has a special role since human-computer
interaction and reading have one thing in common: both involve cognitive processes.

While reading a sentence a human being builds an understanding of it in two ways. The first
way considers the examination of the structure of a sentence which atomically consists of words
and punctuation. A sentence is being analyzed and divided into meaningful chunks according to its
atoms. In this way, a complex sentence will be reduced into simpler parts. Besides that words are
being classified, categorized and conceptualized. Eventually, the analysis is followed by a synthesis.
The synthesis enables a reader to recognizes how the parts in a sentence are grammatically related
to each other. The second way of understanding considers the meaning of a sentence as whole:
What does it say and what does it mean. Kurland [16, pp. 19 sq.] denotes both ways as the “two
aspects of sentence awareness”. The dual awareness enables a reader to talk about what a text
says and how the text does it.

1Linguistic annotation concerns the enrichment of corpora with linguistic information, e.g. part-of-speech tagging
[13]
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In addition, Kurland [16, pp. 70 sqq.] shows different ways in responding to a text. He differ-
entiates three modes of reading and discussing:

Restatement—a reader restates the original information of a text in own words. In this way,
a reader proves the understanding of what is said.

Description—a reader describes the role of a text within a whole. In this way, a reader
describes how sentences and paragraphs are interrelated.

Interpretation—a reader infers an overall meaning. In this way, a reader detects a meaning
beyond what is said.

Figure 1: Explosion on the Deepwater Horizon2

Depending on the reading mode, a text may reflect different understandings since each mode
serves a certain purpose. For example, considering the events on the Deepwater Horizon as shown
in Figure 1 and the following sentence:

There was an explosion on Deepwater Horizon.
The restatement of the sentence above is just that there was an explosion on the Deepwater

Horizon. The appropriate description is that the sentence reports an incident on an oil platform.
An interpretation could be that oil enters the sea causing an environmental disaster. Eventually,
the essence of a sentence is described by it’s entities and relations. Due to the nature of triple-
based knowledge, the mode restatement is most applicable for this work. In the example, the terms
Deepwater Horizon and explosion are entities within the sentence and the occurrences of each entity
is called an entity mention. Semantically the entity Deepwater Horizon refers to an oil platform
and explosion to a kind of accident. Both entities are interrelated since the explosion took place
on the oil platform.

From the perspective of IE, the inherent process to extract statements is similar since IE
processing relies on linguistics analysis. Culotta et al. [6] states the extraction of relationships
“[...] is the task of discovering semantic connections between entities. In text, this usually amounts
to examining pairs of entities in a document and determining (from local language cues) whether a
relation exists between them.” An IE algorithm proceeds in two phases [6]. At first, an algorithm
tries to identify all entities within a document. This refers to the classification, categorization
and conceptualization of words known as named-entity-recognition [26, p. 94]. Then, the type of
relation will be predicted for each pair of entities.

2http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-oil-spill-timeline-pictures-photogallery.html
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Figure 2: Process model for annotating relations with implicit relation mention

Transferring the steps described above to the area of semantic annotation involves a number
of activities. The complete process model to create annotation-based relationships is depicted in
Figure 2. In this process, the individual steps of recognition, conceptualization and annotation of
entities are composed in activity T.1 and T.2. The following activities form the relation mention.
A relation mention describes how is the relation between two entities. In activity T.3, choosing
the direction of the relationship corresponds to the order of the subject-predicate-object triple. The
direction of a relationship between two entities constitutes the direction of the edge in the corre-
sponding knowledge graph. The appropriate predicate will be chosen in activity T.4. Regarding
the scope of this work, the activities T.3 and T.4 shall be facilitated by an interaction design.
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Figure 3: Process model for annotating relations with explicit relation mention

Alternatively, the general process can be extended to include the explicit relation mention as
shown in Figure 3. An explicit relation mention is an explicit reference in the text stating the
relationship between the entities [18, p. 3]. Therefore, activity T.3 shall be substituted by an
additional annotation step. This approach is useful to increase the granularity of a statement
as each component of the relationship is referenced by a textual anchor. Additional granularity
might improve the traceability of a fact for a higher trust in a statement. However, the process
requires additional effort and is not applicable if there is no explicit relation mention in the text.
This is the case when a relation is implicit in the text and a reader has to infer the relationship
from contextual information. The subsequent state-of-the-art review will consider both options to
annotate relationships. The adopted process model for this work will be discussed later on.

1.2 Criteria for Tool Selection

Due to the diverse tool landscape, the set of annotation tools needs to be limited by relevance. For
the sake of this work, tools which are capable for creating semantic relations are relevant. Thus, the
existence of an annotation scheme for relationships based on a controlled vocabulary is an essential
criterion (Criterion C.1).

At this point, the degree of automation is important which can be distinguished according to
manual and automatic annotation. Tools can be categorized according to the featured degree of
automation. Basically, the selected degree depends primarily on the size of the corpora. Further-
more, it is a trade-off between the initial effort necessary to configure an automation workflow and
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the effort to annotate the entire corpora at hand manually. Manual annotation is a time-consuming
task and requires the effort of domain experts [24]. However, there is no out-of-the-box automation
of corpus annotation and processing for all types of tasks. Human intelligence is indispensable
when it comes to the deep interpretation of contextual information [1, p. 64]. Out of this reason
and with respect to the goal of this work, the second criterion for a related tool requires a workflow
for manual creation of relationships (Criterion C.2).

Next, this work focuses on relationships embedded in written language.
Due to the time constraint of this work, annotation tools for image, audio, video and 3D object

annotation are excluded. Basically, the interaction designs in previously excluded tools are just as
interesting. However, the corresponding tools will be not considered due to the time constraint of
this thesis. Therefore, the next criterion requires the annotation of textual sources like plain or
formatted text including web pages (Criterion C.3).

For the purpose of this work, it is irrelevant if a tool is still maintained by their developers.
However, testing an interaction design based on screenshots is only possible to a limited extent
– interactive aspects need to be tested hands-on. In order to review a tool and the interaction
to create relationships it is indispensable to use the tool. Therefore, the last criterion constitutes
the possibility to test a tool either by installing it from source code or using an online or binary
distribution (Criterion C.4).

Code Criteria

C.1 Supports semantic relationships from controlled vocabulary
C.2 Supports manual creation of relationships
C.3 Supports relation extraction from textual sources
C.4 Source code, online or binary distribution is available

Table 1: Criteria for tool selection

Table 1 summarizes the aforementioned criteria. A tool suitable for an in-depth review should
meet all the criteria without exception.

1.3 Tool Selection

The primary sources for a selection of tools are research papers on semantic annotation tools
found on Google Scholar and ACM Digital Library. Each tool found was checked individually to
its suitability. The formal verification whether a tool satisfies a certain criterion was ensured by
studying the user’s manual, feature description and web page of a tool.

The initial set of tools were screened from the doctoral thesis of [1]. Based on this work eleven
tools for structured annotation were identified: Brat, Dexter, Glozz, Analec, CorpusTool, CATMA,
GATE, Knowtator, MMAX2, WordFreak and WebAnno. After applying each criterion from Table
1 seven tools are considered to be relevant: Brat, Glozz, Analec, GATE, Knowtator, MMAX2 and
WebAnno. Tools which do not meet all criteria are Dexter, CorpusTool, CATMA and WordFreak.
Dexter, CorpusTool and CATMA do not support relationships neither for co-referencing nor in any
other manner (C.1 and C.2 unsatisfied). WordFreak uses a plugin architecture to define custom
annotation schemes including the annotation of co-references. However, it is unclear whether the
tool supports the manual annotation of relations (C.2 unsatisfied).

An additional set of tools were screened from the survey on annotation tools of [24]. In contrast
to the work of [1], the authors focused on general purpose tools for manual annotation of seman-
tic facts in biomedical literature. Semantic facts involve the annotation of species and chemical
entities from biomedical research. Related tools should at least support the annotation of named
entities and relationships optionally. The application of relationships between entities relates to the
annotation of protein-protein interactions3 (PPIs) described in text. Based on the survey paper
eight additional tools were identified: @Note, Argo, Bionotate, Callisto, Djangology, MyMiner,
Semantator and XConc Suite. After applying the criteria, two additional tools will be considered
in the review phase: Bionotate and XConc Suite. Tools which do not meet all criteria are Callisto,

3A physical contact between proteins caused by biochemical events [27]
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Semantator, Argo, Djangology, @Note and MyMiner. Although Callisto and Semantator assert
the support of relationship, the authors were unable to create relationships with the tools while
building their test scenario (C.2 unsatisfied). Also, Semantator is closed source and a download
of the tool was not possible due to a broken link (C.4 unsatisfied). Argo, Djangology and @Note
do not support the creation of relationships (C.1 and C.2 unsatisfied). MyMiner supports binary
relations by means of an interaction matrix. This kind of relation is used to indicate whether there
could be an PPI, however, without any further semantic. An unspecified relationship will not be
considered as a semantic relation (C.1 unsatisfied).

Literature research on Google Scholar yielded six additional semantic annotation tools: FLERSA
[23], DOMEO [4], Pundit [9], RDFaCE [14], Inforex [20] and Vogon [8]. Tools fulfilling all criteria
are Pundit, Vogon and Inforex. DOMEO and RDFaCE do not support the annotation of rela-
tionships (C.1 and C.2 unsatisfied). The research paper of FLERSA provides the evidence that
the tool supports the creation of relationships. However, there is no source code and distribu-
tion available online. In this case, a hands-on test of the interaction design is not possible (C.4
unsatisfied).

Tool Web C.1 C.2 C.3 C.4 Source

@Note https://omictools.com/note-tool × × X X [24]
Analec http://lattice.cnrs.fr/Analec,68 X X X X [1]
Argo http://argo.nactem.ac.uk × × X X [24]
Bionotate http://bionotate.sourceforge.net X X X X [24]
Brat http://brat.nlplab.org X X X X [1]
Callisto http://mitre.github.io/callisto × × X X [24]
CATMA http://catma.de × × X X [1]
CorpusTool http://corpustool.com × × X X [1]
Djangology http://djangology.sourceforge.net × × X X [24]
DOMEO http://annotationframework.org × × X X [4]
FLERSA - X X X × [23]
GATE https://gate.ac.uk X X X X [1]
Glozz http://glozz.free.fr X X X X [1]
Inforex http://inforex.clarin-pl.eu X X X X [20]
Knowtator http://knowtator.sourceforge.net X X X X [1]
MMAX2 http://mmax2.sourceforge.net X X X X [1]
MyMiner http://myminer.armi.monash.edu.au × × X X [24]
Pundit http://thepund.it X X X X [9]
RDFaCE http://rdface.aksw.org × × X X [14]
Semantator http://informatics.mayo.edu/cntro × × X × [24]
Vogon http://gobtan.sourceforge.net X X X X [8]
WebAnno http://webanno.github.io X X X X [1]
WordFreak http://wordfreak.sourceforge.net X × X X [1]
Xconc Suite http://geniaproject.org X X X X [24]

Table 2: Evaluated tools from literature review

Eventually, twelve tools were selected with regard to the criteria for an in-depth review. Table
2 summarizes the set of tools.

The considered tools will be reviewed by means of defined attributes.

2 State-of-the-Art Review

In Section 1.3 it was shown that approximately half of the annotation tools support relationships
whereas all tools support the annotation of named-entities. It can be assumed that the support of
relationships is not uncommon but not always part of a minimal viable semantic annotation tool.
Another insight is that the interaction to create relations is not a standardized process such as
word processing where a cursor denotes the editing position. Different approaches exist in the tool
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landscape. This section should provide an impetus for new ideas by a detailed investigation of the
existing approaches.

This investigation was possible in two ways: firstly, concerning the usability according to [1];
secondly, concerning the solution concept according to [24]. Assuming the first way, an investigation
on usability would reveal usability problems for each tool. Looking back on the work of [1], it had to
be taken into consideration that a problem identified can be very specific for tool. The comparability
between tools would be limited to the number of problems. Consequently, it was unclear how to
innovate from a set of heterogenous problems. In addition, a structured usability evaluation of all
tools would exhaust the scope of this thesis. For this reason, the question how a tool does it was
more important as the question how well a tool does it. Therefore, the investigation focused on
the solution concept.

When it comes to the generation of ideas, techniques for ideation are often used. An analytical
approach for the investigation of an existing solution represents the method attribute listing [12].
[5] developed the technique for designing and re-designing a solution. The idea of the technique
is to decompose an existing solution into attributes. Attributes are features or properties of a
solution and represent an unbiased feedback. The design of alternative solutions is accomplished
by modifying individual attributes. In this context, attribute listing constituted the methodological
basis of the review. The review proceeded in two steps:

1. Classification of the interaction design by interaction pattern

2. Characterization of research-related attributes

The first step represented a review on a higher-level. Focus here was on the mapping of the
interaction to an interaction pattern. Interaction patterns are UI design guides similar to design
patterns of software engineering. They offer a collection of best practices for recurring problems in
the area of interaction design. The motivation of this step was to determine whether patterns are
used and to identify common practices. As an inspirational source of patterns, the collection from
[29] and [11] were consulted. In the second step, tools were reviewed on a lower-level related to the
research topic. This step involved the attribute-based approach. The attribute-based review is not
equal to an evaluation for assessing the quality. It is a descriptive approach in order to qualify and
quantify specific traits and behaviors of a tool. In contrast to [24] who enumerated attributes on a
general tool level, attributes were specific for the annotation of relationships. The used attributes
were shared across the tools in order to ensure the comparability of the approaches.

In the following, the used attributes will be defined. Subsequently, tools and findings of the
review will be presented.

2.1 Defining the Attributes

So far, the diversity of approaches were mentioned without describing the differences. The role
of the attributes was to expose the range of diversity. Furthermore, the list of attributes repre-
sented the fundamental base to derive requirements for the new solution. For further use of these
attributes, it was important to concentrate the review on the right aspects. With respect to the
goal of this work, attributes were designed to reflect the quality goals simplicity and capability.
The proposed set of attributes was not meant to be exhaustive but sufficient for the research. Each
attribute represented a variable with a discrete value from a defined scale. A dichotomous scale4

was used to describe whether a certain feature is present in one way or another. Binary scales
were used to decide whether a feature exists in general. This section provides an enumeration of
attributes categorized into three groups: feature-specific, interface-specific and interaction-specific
attributes.

The first group of feature-specific attributes concerned the capability of a tool. Critical features
for capability were worked out from the annotation processes formalized in Section 1.1. The
introduced processes include the entity mentions of the subject and object. Regarding this point,
it had to be checked whether a tool involves the entity mentions (Attribute A.1). The process
depicted in Figure 3 additionally involves the explicit relation mention. Additionally, it had to

4Nominal scale with two levels
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be checked whether the annotation includes the explicit relation mention (Attribute A.2). The
Web of Data is a collaboratively curated knowledge base. Provenance information is important for
the trustworthiness of the data [10]. In this regard, it had to be checked whether the annotation
includes any provenance information like creator and annotation date (Attribute A.3). The last
attribute in this category relates to the origin of the terminological terms. An important idea of the
Semantic Web proposes the integration of external ontologies. A common terminology is crucial for
a knowledge base integrated in the Web of Data rather than isolated. In the context of semantic
annotation, relations are associated with the corresponding resource of the external relationship. It
had to be checked whether the tool incorporates relationships from external ontologies (Attribute
A.4).

Feature-specific attributes

Code Attribute Scale

A.1 Relationship annotation includes entity mention Yes/No
A.2 Relationship annotation includes explicit relation mention Yes/No
A.3 Relationship annotation includes provenance information Yes/No
A.4 Relationship from ontological properties Yes/No

Table 3: Feature-specific attributes

The later two groups concerned attributes which might affect the simplicity of a solution. This
mainly referred to the cognitive load imposed by the visual resources of the interface. The group
of interface-specific attributes concerned structural and behavioral features of the interface for the
creation. Structural features concerned the accessibility of the interface. At first, it had to be
checked whether the interface offers a special mode to create relationships Which means without
accessing this mode it is not possible to create a relationship (Attribute A.5). In addition, the
relationship between the interface to create a relation and text was another point. It had to be
checked whether the interface is separated from the text or integrated into the text (Attribute
A.6). Behavioral features related to the physical size and the location of the interface. The
first aspect considered the way the interface allocates the space on the screen. Firstly, screen
space can be allocated constantly independent from the entities. Secondly, screen space can be
allocated proportionally, for example, in relation to the entities (Attribute A.7). The second
aspect considered the spatial positioning of the interface. Firstly, the interface can be placed at a
fixed position on the screen. Secondly, the interface can be placed relative, for example, relative to
the entities in the text (Attribute A.8).

As the size of the terminological terms increases the combination of possible relations increases.
The user has to memorize the possible relations for each pair of concepts. Any attempt to create
an indefinite relation results in an error. A possibility to minimize the memorization represents a
user assistance which visualizes the space of opportunities. The existence of a user assistance had
to be checked in the tools (Attribute A.9). Also, abstraction is an important factor when it comes
to the simplification of complex subjects such as relationships. As described prior to this chapter,
a relationship is a triple of subject, predicate and object. This highly technical view on the data
format does not entail any abstraction. Therefore, it had to be checked whether a tool uses the
subject-predicate-object (SPO) paradigm in the interface directly (Attribute A.10). Consequently,
this raised the question whether the interface provides an abstraction. It had to be checked whether
a tool provides an abstraction layer for relations (Attribute A.11).

The last group of interaction-specific attributes concerned explicit and implicit properties of
the interaction design. Explicit properties were features of the interaction design where implicit
properties result from the interaction workflow. A first explicit property concerned to the role of
the entity mentions when it comes to the creation of a relation. It had to be checked whether
the interaction involves the visual anchors of the entities mention in a way (Attribute A.12). An
implicit property lies in the effect of the interaction order on the direction of the relationship. It
had to be checked whether the order of interactions implicitly determines the direction (Attribute
A.13). Another implicit property represents the effort of the physical interaction with the mouse.
On the one hand, this can be assessed by the minimum amount of clicks necessary to create a
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Interface-specific attributes

Code Attribute Scale

A.5 Interface offers a special mode for relations Yes/No
A.6 Interface is separated from the text Yes/No
A.7 Screen space allocation of the interface Constant/Prop.
A.8 Spatial positioning of the interface Fixed/Relative
A.9 Interface offers user assistance to avoid errors Yes/No
A.10 Interface uses the subject-predicate-object paradigm Yes/No
A.11 Interface uses a central metaphor Yes/No

Table 4: Interface-specific attributes

relationship (Attribute A.14). And on the other hand regarding the movement of the cursor on
the interface. However, operationalizing the cursor movement was difficult since factors like screen
resolution and spatial position of the entities are varying.

Interaction-specific attributes

Code Attribute Scale

A.12 Interaction involves the visual anchors Yes/No
A.13 Interaction order effects the relation direction Yes/No
A.14 Interaction effort in mouse clicks Click count

Table 5: Interaction-specific attributes

The consideration of attributes from an feature-specific (see Table 3), interface-specific (see
Table 4) and interaction-specific (see Table 5) perspective compiled a set of fourteen attributes.

2.2 Individual Review

In the following section, a tool review will be presented according to the attributes in Section
1.3. A total of twelve tools were reviewed individually as a mental foundation for the subsequent
conception. In the following, the general process of annotating relationships are introduced, which
provide the focus for the tool comparison.

2.2.1 Analec (Version 1.5)

Analec [17] is a sole purpose tool for linguistic annotation. The interaction pattern in Analec could
be classified as slot-filling5 or fill in the blanks6 respectively. The user has to fill drop-down fields
according to the SPO-paradigm. It allows the annotation of entity mentions as well as relation
mentions by means of the feature unit. A unit can be an arbitrary item like an entity or relation.
Each visual anchor gets a unique ID and can be selected from a drop-down field. The feature schema
enables the creation of complex relations including the relation mention. Although the annotation
scheme is customizable, it is unclear whether it allows relations from external ontologies due to
the lack of documentation. Provenance information is not included since the tool provides no user
authentication.

Relations are a special mode accessible via the main menu bar. Once it has been activated,
the interface appears separated from the text at a fixed position. It has a constant size containing
different drop-down fields. On the one hand, drop-down fields are used to filter entities and relations
by type; on the other hand for selecting anchors and relations by ID. Figure 4 depicts an linguistic
dependency between an expression (element 1) and a noun (element 2). The purpose of the other
fields was unclear due to the lack of documentation and localization. Consequently, the interface

5http://www.dfki.de/etai/SpecialIssues/Dia99/araki/araki/node3.html
6http://ui-patterns.com/patterns/FillInTheBlanks
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Figure 4: Interface of Analec

uses the SPO-paradigm with no further abstraction. User errors are prevented by the circumstance
that it is possible to create relations without any constraints. Insofar there is no need for a user
assistance. The user has to interact with each drop-down field. Alternatively, it is possible to click
on the anchors to select ’element 1’ and ’element 2’. The order of interaction has no effect on the
direction since it is possible to modify the fields in any order. Regarding the effort in clicks, the
user has to perform five clicks: two for selecting the elements, two for expanding and selecting the
relation type and one for saving the relation.

2.2.2 BioNotate (Version 1.0)

BioNotate [3] is a sole purpose tool for the annotation of snippets from biomedical literature. The
intended use of the tools is the annotation of relationships between biomedical entities. It allows the
annotation of snippets extracted from biomedical literature where each snippet contains a potential
fact. Relationships are realized by a question-answer interaction pattern. The user has to answer
yes/no questions on each snippet of the form ”does this snippet imply a direct interaction between
the provided entities?”. Questions are defined in advance by the research setup. Regarding the
annotation, the process recommends the annotation of the entities and the relation in the text
in order to support the traceability. Therefore, entity and relation mentions are included but
optional. Ontological properties are not supported instead the existence and the type of relation
is determined by a machine-unreadable answer. Provenance information is not included since the
tool provides no user authentication.

Figure 5: Interface of BioNotate
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In BioNotate the creation of relationships is not a special mode. It provides a split interface
with the annotation snipped in the upper screen area and the interface to create the relationship
in the lower screen area (see Figure 5). The area containing the answers is visible at any time at
a fixed position on the bottom of the screen and appears at a size proportional to the numbers of
answers. User errors caused by indefinite relations are prevented by design since possible relations
are given as answer options. Regarding the abstraction, the SPO-paradigm is not present in the
interface. Instead, BioNotate adds an abstraction layer by the question-answer pattern. Although
the annotation of entity and relation mentions are recommended, visual anchors are not involved
in the interaction to create the relation. The interaction order has no effect on the direction of
the relationship since it is determined by the question and the given answer. The preparation of a
relationship requires two clicks: one for choosing the answer and one for saving the annotation.

2.2.3 Brat (Version 1.3)

Brat [28] is general purpose annotation tool. A special feature of the tool is the visualization
of the textual fragments which splits the entire text by sentence and arrange these vertically.
Relationships are realized by a drag-and-drop7 interaction pattern. The user has to connect two
entities by means of drag-and-drop gesture. In Brat the annotation includes the corresponding
entity mentions. However, the annotation of relation mentions is not supported. Furthermore,
ontological properties are not supported since there is no possibility to associate relations with
external properties. The tool provides a user authentication, however, it is unclear whether the
annotation includes provenance information.

Figure 6: Interface of Brat8

Relationships are not a special mode but accessible by start dragging an entity. While dragging,
a connecting line appears following the position of the cursor (see Figure 6). The connecting line is
considered to be a metaphor for relations. The second step is to release the mouse while the cursor
is above a second entity. On completion of the second step, a dialog appears at a fixed position in
the center of the screen at a constant size. The dialog represents the final point to complete the
process. In this regard, the interface for creating the relation is separated from the text. Essentially,
the content of the dialog is based on the SPO-paradigm showing the subject, object and predicate
of the relation (see Figure 7). In this final step, the user has to choose the type of relation and
submit the dialog. There is no visual feedback in case there is no common relationship between
the entities. Whenever the user tries to create an indefinite relation, the connecting line disappears
without showing the dialog.

The order of interaction determines the direction of the relation where the dragged entity be-
comes the subject and the dropped entity the object. Once the drag-and-drop operation completes,
it is not possible to change the direction in the dialog (see Figure 7). The interaction involves the
visual anchors necessarily since the drag-and-drop operation is an essential part of the interaction
design. Regarding the effort in clicks, the creation of a relation requires three clicks: one for the
drag-and-drop operation, one to choose the type of relation and one to submit the dialog.

2.2.4 Gate (Version 8.2)

GATE Developer [7, pp. 37 sqq.] is a general purpose annotation tool. It is part of GATE family
of products for natural language processing. The tool can be used for manual annotation and pre-

7http://ui-patterns.com/patterns/drag-and-drop
8http://brat.nlplab.org/manual.html
9http://brat.nlplab.org/manual.html
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Figure 7: Relation dialog in Brat9

annotation of rules for automatic annotation and relation extraction. In addition it provides a build-
in ontology editor which enables the user to create and manage classes, instances and properties.
Furthermore, it is also possible to integrate external ontologies. Regarding the annotation, GATE
allows the annotation of entity mentions but no relation mentions. Entity mentions are used to
populate entities in the underlying ontology. However, entity mentions are not included in the
relation between the entities. Provenance information is not included since the tool provides no
user authentication.

(a) Add a new property (b) Assign objects to a relation

Figure 8: Create a relation in GATE

The interaction design in GATE does not correspond to a common interaction pattern. With
regard to the annotator interface, relations were not visualized in the annotator interface. Instead,
relations are a special mode integrated into the ontology editor of the tool. Insofar the interface is
totally separated from the text. The interface to create a relation is accessible via the instance list
by choosing a property from the context menu (see Figure 8a). After that, a dialog appears at a
fixed position and a constant size. In this dialog, the user has to choose the object of the relation
by adding one or more entities from the drop-down field (see Figure 8b). As shown in Figure 8b
the interface neither uses the SPO-paradigm nor an abstraction by a metaphor. In case there are
no suitable entities for the corresponding relation the dialog appears with an empty set of entities.
Which means there is no user assistance preventing errors.

Visual anchors are not involved in the interaction due to the strict separation between the
annotation interface (see Figure 9) and the ontology editor. Given that the ontology editor is
opened, the preparation of a relation requires six clicks: one right-click on the instance in the
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Figure 9: Interface of GATE

”Classes & Instances” list, one click on the desired property, two clicks in drop-down field to choose
the instance, one click on ”Add” and one click to submit the dialog.

2.2.5 Glozz (Version 2.1)

Glozz [31] is a general purpose annotation tool. The tool shares the same data model as Analec
which consists of the concepts unit, relation and schema [21]. Insofar the annotation of entity
and relation mentions is possible where both can be included in the relation. Another feature is
that Glozz supports directed and undirected relations, however, with no difference in the creation
process. Regarding the interaction, the interaction pattern is similar to Brat, however, it does not
rely on drag-and-drop. The annotation scheme is customizable externally from file but there is no
way to associate relations with ontological properties. Provenance information are included in the
annotation.

Figure 10: Interface of Glozz

Relations are a special mode accessible via the button ”Create a new relation” in the toolbar
(see Figure 10). In contrast to Brat, the selection of the relation type happens in advance. Once
the relation type is selected (see Figure 10 in the lower screen) all relations will be created with
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the selected type. As in Brat, Glozz uses the metaphor of the connecting line to visually connect
entities. The connecting lines appear integrated into the text after selecting the source anchor
(see Figure 11). While moving the mouse the line covers the space from the source anchor to the
cursor. After selecting the target anchor the new relation will then be created. The SPO-paradigm
is not present in the interface. User errors are prevented by design since the creation of relations
is possible without any constraints.

Figure 11: Create a relation in Glozz

The interaction design requires clicking on the visual anchors to draw the connecting line. As
in Brat, the relation direction is determined from the moment the user selects the source anchor.
Regarding the effort in clicks, the creation of a relation requires fours clicks: one to enable the
relation mode, one to choose the type of relation from a list, one to select the source anchor and
one one select the target anchor.

2.2.6 Inforex (Reviewed at 09-20-2016)

Inforex [20] is a general purpose annotation tool. The tool offers a suite of different perspectives for a
variety of purposes. Relevant for this work was the annotator perspective. It allows the annotation
of entity mentions but no relation mentions. The tool has no common interaction pattern involved
in the creation process. Instead, the interaction can be characterized as a preset click path on
the entity mentions. Entity mentions are included in the relation. Regarding the involvement
of ontologies, it is unclear whether relations are associated with external properties since the
annotation scheme is predefined and not customizable. The tool provides a user authentication,
however, it is unclear whether the annotation includes provenance information.

Figure 12: Interface of Inforex
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Relationships are a special mode accessible by clicking an entity mention. Once an entity
becomes selected, an annotation editor appears showing details on the annotation and a list of
existing relations. This editor appears at a fixed position and constant size separated from the
text. Within the list of relations a button named ”Add Relation” starts the creation process (see
Figure 23). Subsequently, the user has to select the type of relation. The process completes once
the user selects the second entity mention (see Figure 12). In essence, the interface uses SPO-
paradigm without further abstraction. The tool provides a user assistance. Visual anchors whose
entities are not supported by the selected relation type become grayed out (see Figure 24). The
interaction design involves the visual anchors necessarily and begins with selecting the subject of
the relation. Insofar the interaction order determines the direction of the relation. Due to the
interaction design, the preparation of a relation requires five clicks: one click to select the subject,
one click on ’Add relation’, two clicks for choosing the relation type from the drop-down field and
one click to select the object.

2.2.7 Knowtator (Version 1.9)

Knowtator [25] is a plugin for Protégé which enables semantic annotation. The interaction pattern
in Knowtator could be classified as slot-filling. Initially, the user creates a blank relation having a
type but no subject and object (see Figure 22). After that, the relation gets completed by assigning
the entity mentions of the subject and object. In addition it is possible to create complex rela-
tions including the relation mention. Knowtator benefits from Protégé in terms of the ontological
infrastructure which is based on OWL10. Insofar, relations are associable with external properties.
Provenance information is not included since the tool provides no user authentication.

Figure 13: Interface of Knowtator

Relations are not a special mode in Knowtator. In general, the interface is always visible
separated from the text at a fixed position on the right of the screen. It appears at a constant
size and uses the SPO-paradigm (see Figure 13) with no further abstraction. Once the user selects
a relation the slots of the subject (”:FROM” field) and object (”:TO” field) may be changed.
Regarding the interaction, visual anchors are not involved in the interaction since the selection is
made from a list. User errors are prevented by showing suitable entities exclusively in the selection
dialog. In addition, the interaction order has no effect on the direction which can be changed at

10Web Ontology Language
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any time. Due to the demanding interaction with the interface, ten clicks are required in total:
two clicks to create a blank relation from the context menu, two clicks to select the relation from
the drop-down field, three clicks each to assign the subject and the object.

2.2.8 MMAX2 (Version 1.13.003)

MMAX2 [22] is a general purpose tool for the annotation of XML documents. The identification of
a common interaction pattern was not possible. According to Inforex, the creation process could
be characterized as a fixed sequence of clicks. An entity mention is called markable in MMAX2.
The markable is an essential part of the relation but the annotation of relation mentions is not
supported. The creation proceeds in three steps. At first, the user has to select an entity by
clicking on the markable with the left mouse button. In case the clicked markable overlaps with
other markables, a selection menu appears showing the overlapping entities (see Figure 14). Now
the first markable becomes focused. The user has to determine the second markable by using the
right mouse button. After that, the user has to select the relation type from the appearing menu.
A special feature is that the tool provides the relation types markable-set and markable-pointer.
A relation defined as markable-set represents an undirected relation between entities where the
markable-pointer, on the other hand, represents a directed relation. However, the definition does
not allow the association with external properties. Provenance information is not included since
the tool provides no user authentication.

Figure 14: Interface of MMAX2

In MMAX2, the creation of relations is not a special mode. The interface appears above the
text, more precisely relative to the second markable (see Figure 25). The size of the menu is
proportional to the number of possible relations. If there are no common relations the interface
will not appear. Insofar there is no user assistance. The SPO-paradigm is not present in the
interface. As in Brat and Glozz, MMAX2 uses the metaphor of the connecting line (see Figure 14).
In contrast to Brat the line is not visible while creating the relation but after completion. Regarding
the interaction, visual anchors are involved in the interaction since the creation process requires
clicking the markables. As described above, MMAX2 supports directed and undirected relations.
Independent of the type, the process remains the same. In the former case, the interaction order
determines the direction. By clicking the first entity the subject of the relation is determined
immutably. Overall, the preparation of a relation requires three clicks according to the three steps.

2.2.9 Pundit (Version 0.0.45)

Pundit [9] is a general purpose tool for the annotation of web pages. A special feature of Pundit is
the Triple Composer. The Triple Composer represents the central component to create statements
of any kind. It allows the annotation of entities and creation of relational facts including the entity
mentions. The annotation of relation mentions is not supported. Semantic annotation in Pundit
provides relations from a predefined annotation scheme. However, the default annotation scheme
is extensible by custom predicates which can be linked to properties from external ontologies.
Provenance information is included in the annotation.
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Figure 15: Triple composer in Pundit

The interface of the Triple Composer shown in Figure 15 contains three slots. The slots are
intended for the subject, predicate and object of the relation. Insofar the interaction pattern in
Pundit could be classified as slot-filling. The user has to fill the slots with values from the text
or a search field. In this way, the Triple Composer serves a double purpose. On the one hand, it
is possible to annotate named-entities and link these to external entities. And on the other hand,
it is possible to create relations between these entities via the SPO-paradigm. Due to the double
purpose of the Triple Composer, relations are not a special mode in the tool. The interface of the
Triple Composer is separated from the text and allocates a constant screen space.

Figure 16: Interface of Pundit

The visual anchors are necessarily part of the interaction in order to fill the slots of the composer.
However, visual anchors are not reusable for filling the slots. The user has to re-annotate the text
in order to select the subject and object according to the context menu in Figure 16. Since the
user controls whether the selected text should be used as subject or as object (see Figure 16) the
interaction order has no effect on the relation direction. While composing the relation Pundit
lack of a metaphorical design. Instead, the Triple Composer uses the SPO-paradigm exclusively.
There is no user assistance avoiding errors. When the user fills the slots for subject and object
with entities not having a common relation the drop-down field for the predicate will not offer any
values. Since existing visual anchors cannot be reused, the effort in clicks requires eight clicks:
two clicks to highlight and choose the subject, two clicks to highlight and choose the object, three
clicks in the search field to choose the predicate (includes an additional click on the ”Use” button
as shown in Figure 26) and one click to save the annotation.

2.2.10 Vogon (Version 1.0)

Vogon [8] is a general purpose annotation tool. The interaction pattern in Vogon could be classified
as slot-filling. According to Pundit, the user has to complete slots for subject, predicate and object.
In Vogon, entity and relation mentions are called appellations. Both types of appellations are
included in the relation. A special feature are baseless appellations which enables relations without
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textual mentions. In this way, it is possible to create statements which are not present in the text
but inferred from the overall meaning. The tool has no build-in annotation scheme and requires
the integration of external ontologies. Provenance information is included in the annotation.

Figure 17: Relation tab in Vogon

Relations are a special mode accessible via the ”Relations” tab. By clicking the button ”Add
New Relation”a dialog centered on the screen appears. The dialog provides a side by side separation
of SPO-slots and the annotated text (see Figure 17). The drop-down slots can be filled with the
appellations from the given text. In addition, it is possible to select the visual anchors to complete
the slots. The interaction order has no effect on the direction since the slots can be changed at any
time. After submitting the dialog the relation gets created.

Figure 18: Dialog to create a relation in Vogon

Figure 18 provides the evidence that Vogon uses the SPO-paradigm. In contrast to Pundit,
relations can be created without constraints which means any SPO-triple is valid. Insofar there is
no need for a user assistance. Additionally, the tool offers a visual editor to create relations (see
Figure 27). The visual editor is basically the place to create relations from baseless appellations.
In this editor the metaphor of the connecting line is present. Regarding the effort in clicks using
the ”Create Relation” dialog, the preparation of a relation requires eight clicks: one click on ”Add
New Relation”, two clicks each to choose the subject, predicate and object and one click to submit
the dialog.

2.2.11 WebAnno (Version 2.3.1)

WebAnno [32] is an annotation tool for linguistic annotation but not exclusively. The tool is
based technologically on Brat but extends it by features for collaboration. It introduces a new
interface, however, the annotation interface is identical to Brat (see Figure 28). The same applies
to the functionality for creating relationships. Only the dialog for specifying the relation type is
slightly different but fulfills the same purpose (see Figure 29). Consequently, interaction pattern
and values of the attributes are the same as for Brat. In contrast to Brat, WebAnno includes
provenance information in the annotation.

2.2.12 XConc Suite (Version 1.0.22)

XConc Suite [15] is a sole purpose tool for the annotation of biomedical literature. The intended use
of the tools is the annotation of biomedical entities such as proteins and triggers. In this context,
proteins refer to named-entities and triggers to the remaining tokens in the text. A single trigger
can give the evidence of a potential interaction between proteins. Each trigger found represents
a biomedical event characterized by a type, cause and theme. The latter two fields represent
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predefined relations to entities an event can have [30]. Provenance information is not included
since the tool provides no user authentication.

Figure 19: Interface of XConc Suite

While discovering biomedical events the task of the user is to connect each event field with
the corresponding proteins and triggers in the text. Figure 19 shows a sentence (S3) containing
two events (E7 and E8). Each event has a corresponding event block beyond the sentence. Both
events are visually connected to the anchors in the text via the fields. Initially, the fields are empty
and need to be filled by the user. Insofar the interaction pattern in XConc could be classified as
slot-filling. Since each event corresponds to a trigger with a textual token, the trigger can be seen
as the relation mention which is part of the whole event. The tool has no build-in annotation
scheme and requires the import of external ontologies in OWL format.

Figure 20: Selection mode in XConc Suite

Creating a relation between a single slot and the text is a special mode accessible via the
”Idref Selection Mode” in the toolbar (see Figure 20). Once the mode is enabled the selected slots
can be connected by double clicking the visual anchors. The slots of an event block are the only
visual components of the creation interface which are always visible at a constant size. Since the
event blocks are positioned relative to the sentence the interface is considered to be integrated
into the text. The SPO-paradigm is not present in the interface but a metaphor for relations. On
completion, a connecting line appears indicating the connection between the slot and the text. Due
to the fact that it is possible to connect any annotation with the slots theme and cause there is no
need for a user assistance. The preparation of a single event relation requires four clicks: one click
for selecting a slot, one click on the Idref Selector and a double click on the annotation.
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2.3 Findings

This section reviewed a total of twelve annotation tools. As expected, the range of approaches
was broad. Table 6 summarizes the results of the review by tool and attribute. The general
process model in Figure 2 was the predominant model. All tools included the entity mention while
the majority of tools does not include the explicit relation mention. Only four tools provided
provenance information on the annotation.

1 2 3 4 5

Slot-Filling

Drag-and-Drop

Question-Answer

No Pattern

5

2

1

4

Number of occurrences

Figure 21: Number of occurrences per interaction patterns

Table 21 shows the number of occurrences per identified interaction pattern. Slot-filling was the
most frequent interaction pattern followed by no common pattern. Drag-and-drop were identified
in the tools Brat and WebAnno. The question-answer pattern identified in BioNotate was the
simplest solution encountered.

In essence, the review showed two major groups: firstly, the group following the SPO-paradigm;
secondly, the group using some kind of abstraction layer. However, the second group is very
heterogeneous. Overall, the reviewed solutions lack a coherent design. Almost all tools provide a
separation between text and the interface to create the relation (for example the Triple Composer
in Pundit). The separated interface mainly appears at a fixed position on the screen. This creates
the situation that the cursor is constantly moving between the interfaces in order to reach a specific
feature. Consequently, the mouse movement is subjectively seen high in these tools. Regarding the
click effort, the review pointed out cumbersome approaches like Knowtator, Vogon and Pundit. In
addition, some tools have a screen-space inefficient visualization like Brat, WebAnno and XConc
Suite.

Finally, the review detected two considerable design gaps towards a simple solution. The first
design gap concerned an adequate abstraction level. Only four tools provide an abstraction layer
while the majority of tools uses the SPO-paradigm or a different approach. The second design gap
concerned the assistance of the user. User assistance is another point since only two tools provide
precautions to prevent errors. Considering the ontology of DBpedia, the concept person has about
250 possible properties (properties from the superclass are excluded)11. Therefore, the importance
of a user assistance should be emphasized.

11DBpedia person - http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Person
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Feature-specific attributes

A.1 Relationship annotation includes entity mention X X X X X X X X X X X X
A.2 Relationship annotation includes explicit relation mention X X × × X × × × × X × ×
A.3 Relationship annotation includes provenance information × × × × X × × × X X X ×
A.4 Relationships from ontological properties × × × X × × X × X X × X

Interface-specific attributes

A.5 Interface offers a special mode for relations × × × X X X × × × X × X
A.6 Interface is separated from the text X X X X × X X X X X X X
A.7 Screen space allocation of the interface C P C C P C C P C C C C
A.8 Spatial positioning of the interface F F F F R F F R F F F R
A.9 Interface offers user assistance to avoid errors × X × × × X × × × × × ×
A.10 Interface uses the subject-predicate-object paradigm X × X × × X X × X X X ×
A.11 Interface introduces an abstraction layer × X X × X × × × × × X ×

Interaction-specific attributes

A.12 Interaction involves the visual anchors X × X × X X × X X X X X
A.13 Interaction order effects relation direction × × X X X X × X × × X X
A.14 Interaction effort in mouse clicks 5 2 3 6 4 5 10 3 8 8 3 4

F ixed, Relative, Constant, Proportional

Table 6: Review results by attributes
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3 Additional Screenshots

Figure 22: Create Relation in Knowtator

Figure 23: Relation List in Inforex
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Figure 24: Visual Assistance in Inforex

Figure 25: Relation Menu in MMAX2

Figure 26: Predicate List in Pundit
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Figure 27: Visual Editor in Vogon

Figure 28: Interface of WebAnno

Figure 29: Relation Dialog in WebAnno
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Figure 30: Screenshot of an existing relation

Figure 31: Screenshot of statement menu with existing relation
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